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INTRODUCTION
In this paper R always denotes a non-associative ring. The nucleus N
of R is the set of elements n E R such that {a, b, n} = {a, n, b}= {n, a, b}= 0
for all a, b E R. N is a subring of R and, as a matter of fact, an associative
subring. It should be observed that in general N is not a maximal as-
sociative subring of R. Sometimes it is useful to consider a more general
concept: N;., the left nucleus is the set {ala E R; {a, r, s}=O Vr, s E R},
N I" the middle nucleus is the set {bib E R; {r, b, s}= 0 Vr, s E R}, N e, the
right nucleus is the set {ere E R; {r, s, e}=O Vr, s E R}. Obviously N =N). n
n Nil nNe' N)., Nil and N e are subrings of R. Necessary and sufficient
conditions for N to be an ideal in R are given in [6]. V is the set of finite
sums of elements of type {R, R, R} and {R, R, R}R. V is an ideal in R.
In section 1 some fundamental ideas which are of great importance
in the rest of this paper, are developed.
In section 2 we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for V to
be a subset of N.
In section 3 a theorem of Sterling is used to obtain a result on prime
rings. An application to the class of n-associative rings makes it possible
to improve some results of Outcalt.
A theorem on finite rings concludes the paper.
1. Preliminaries
THEOREM 1.1: N). is a subring of R.
Proof: Let alEN). and azEN)., then al-azEN;. and {alaZ,r,s}-
- {at, azr, s} + {at, az, rs} =al{az, r, s} + {at, az, r}s, hence {alaz, r, s} = 0, i.e.
alaZ EN)..
Remar ks : 1. The proof depends on the identity: {xy, z, t}-
- {x, yz, t}+ {x, y, zt}= x{y, z, t} + {x, y, z} t, valid in any non-associative
ring.
2. In a similar way one can prove that Np and N e are subrings of R.
3. N =N). n N p n N e is a subring of R.
Usually N is not a maximal associative subring of R. It is possible
that R contains an associative subring N' with N' =:J Nand N' i= N. Let
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us consider the finite ring R with elements 0, a, band c, R+ is isomorphic
to the four group and R has the multiplication: ab=ac=cb=b, ba=bc=
= ca= a, c2= c, a2= b2= 0. Since {a, b, c}= a, N = (0). Nevertheless the sets
{a, a}, {a, b} and {a, c} are associative subrings of R. Meanwhile this
example makes clear that one cannot even say that a non-associative
ring has a unique maximal associative subring.
THEOREM 1.2: V is an ideal in R.
Proof: [{R, R, R}R]R={{R, R, R}, R, R}+{R, R, R}R2 C V.
R{R, R, R}={R2, R, R}-{R, R2, R}+{R, R, R2}_{R, R, R}R C V
(cf. theorem 1.1, remark 1).
R[{R, R, R}R] = -{R, {R, R, R}, R}+[R{R, R, R}]R C V, since
[R{R, R, R}]R=[{R2, R, R}-{R, RZ, R}+{R, R, RZ}-{R, R, R}R]R C V,
q.e.d.
Remark: V is the smallest ideal! in R such that RI! is associative.
On several occasions we use the notion of n-associativity and related
questions. We repeat some definitions and properties in this field. For
more details we refer to [2] and [3].
Definitions: 1. The n-associator {aI, a2, ... , an} in R is a generali-
zation of the well-known associator {al, az, aa} = (al a2) aa - al(aZ aa), hence-
forth to be called 3-associator, and is defined as follows: {al, az, ... , an}=
n-l
= I (-I)k-l{al,az, ... ,akak+l, ... ,an}, n>3.
k=l
2. R is called n-associative, if each n-associator in R vanishes.
3. 8(3, 2k + 1) is the set of all finite sums of 3-associators {al, a2, aa}
such that {al, a2, aa} E 8(3, 2k-I) and at least one of the 2k-I entries
of {aI, a2, aa} is a finite sum of 3-associators (k ;» 2).
4. R is called (3, 2k + 1)-associative if 8(3, 2k + 1) = °in R (k> 2).
Properties: 1. {aI, a2, aa, a4}=al{aZ, aa, a4}+{aI, az, aa} a4 and
n-2
{aI, az, ... , an}= I {al, a2, ... , {ak' ak+l, ak+Z}, ak+a, ... , an} for n>5. Couse-
k~l
quently a (3, 2k+ I)-associative ring R (k> 2) is (2k+ I)-associative.
l/,n-l (1. n -1)
2. {aI, az, ... , an}= I 2 k {al, a2, ... , (Ln-2k-I} . {an-2k' ... , an},
k~O
if n is even.
3.
I/,n_'I, (1. n _.Q.)
{aI, az, ... , an}= k~O 2 k 2 [{aI, ... , an-zk-I}' {an-Zk' ... , an } -
-{aI, ... ,an-Zk-2}·{an- 2k--1, ... ,an}], if n is odd.
Final preliminary remark: If R is an arbitrary ring, R is said to be
m-divisible (m is a natural number), if mx=O implies x=O for all x E R.
An equivalent definition is: R is m-divisible if the order of an arbitrary
element (oF 0) of R+ does not divide m. In many publications (our own
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ones included ) such a ring is ca lled a ring with charac te ristic 7'= a prime < m.
But this is wrong, since the characterist ic of a ring is defined to be the
smallest natural number n for whi eh nx = 0 for all x E R. If R has charac-
teristic 7'= n, there is no guarantee that nx = 0 implies x = 0 for all x EO R.
Indeed, if R has characteristi c =1= 2, say 4 (e.g. in the case t hat R+~ cyclic
group of order 4), then it is not t rue that 2x = 0 implies x = 0 for all x EO R!
~. (3, f5)-ussociative rings
Tn~oREl\I 2.1: If R is 2-d ivisib le, then R is (iJ , 5)-associat ivc if and
only if V C N.
Proof: If V C N , then {{R, R , R }, R , R }= {R , {R , R , R}, R} =
= {R , R, {R, R , R }} = 0, hence R is (3, 5)-associative.
If R is (3, 5)-associat ive , then {{ R, R , R }R, R , R } = (( {R , R, R}R)R]R -
-( {R , R, R}R)R2=({R, R, R }R2) R - {R, R, R}(RR2) = {R , R , R}(R2R )-
- {R , R, R}(RR2) = {R , R , R}2. Since a (3, 5)-associative ring is 5-associa -
t ive, hence 6-associative (cf. [2]), we obtain (cf. [3]):
O={R, R, R, R, R, R} = {R , R , R , R , R}R+2{R, R, R }2+R{R , R , R, R, R}.
Consequent ly : {R, R, R }2 = O. H ence {{R, R, R}R, R , R } = O.
In a similar way : {R, {R , R , R }R , R} = (R( {R , R , R}R)]R -
-R(({R , R , R }R)R] = [(R {R, R , R })R]R-R({R , R , R }R2) = .
= [(R {R , R , R })R]R - (ll{R, R , R})R2=0 since R{R , R , R} = {R , u,R , R }-
- {R , R , R }R and hen ce {R{R, R , R}, R , R }= {{R, R , R , R }, R , R}-
- {{R , R , R }R , R, R } = {{R2, R , R} , R, R }- {{R, R2, R }, R , R } +
+ {{R, R, R2}, R, R}- {{R , R, R }R, R, R}=O.
F inally : {R, R, {R, R , R }R } = R2((R, R, R}R)-R[R( {R , R, R }R)] =
= (R2{R, R, R})R-R[(R{R , R, R})R] = [R(R{R , R, R}) ]R-
- R [(R {R , R, R})R], since {R, R{Il, R , R}, R}= {R, {R , n, R , R}, R} -
- {R, {R , R, R}R, R}= {R, {R2, R , R }, R}- {R, {R, R2, R }, R }+
+ {R, {R , R , R2}, R}- {R , {R , R , R}R, R}=O, hence V c; »,
De finiti on : P= {xlx E R ; {x , a, b}, {a, x, b}, {u, b, x } E N , Va, b E R}.
L emma 2 . 2: P is a sub ring of R if N is an ideal in R.
P roo f : It is clear t ha t P d N . If Xl E P and X2 E P , t hen Xl - .r 2 E P ,
since N+ is a subgroup of R+. Moreover: {xlx2, a, b}= {xl, x2,a,b}+
+ {Xl, X2a, b}-{xl, X2, ab}= xI{X2, a, b}+{XI, X2, a}b+ {xI, X2a, b}-
- {Xl, X2, ab} EO N; {a, XI X2, b}= - {a, Xl, X2, b}+{aXI, X2, b}+ {a, Xl, X2b}=
= - a{XI' X2, b}- {a, Xl, X2} b+ {aXI' X2 , b}+ {a, Xl, x2b} E N and
{a, b, Xl X2}={a, b, Xl, x2}- {ab, Xl , x2}+ {a, bxl, x2}=a{b , Xl, X2}+
+ {a, b, xI} x2-{ab, xl, X2} + (a, bXl, X2} E N .
R e m a r k : P is a (3, 5)-associa ti ve subring of R in t his case .
Lemma 2. 3: If N is an ideal in R and I: R -+ R =R/N is the natural
homomorphism, then I(P) is t he nucleus N in 11.
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Pr oof: If x E P , ii , b E ii, ii = !(a), b=!(b), t hen {!(x ), ii , b}=O, since
{x, a, b} E N . The sa me is va lid for {ii, ! (x) , b} an d {ii, b, !(x )}, hen ce !(x) E it.
If x E it, then {x, a, b}= {a , x, b}= {a, b, x} = 0, hen ce {x, a, b}, {a, x, b},
{a, b, x} E N for a ll a, b E R , i.e. x E P , q.e.d.
It is clear that P = R if and only if it = ii , i.e. R is assoc iat ive. Conse-
quently V eN in t hat case (theorem 1.2, remark). We have proven :
THEOREM 2.4: If N is an ideal in R, t hen R is (3, 5)-associative if
and only if V C N .
R emark: H ere we don't need the condit ion that R is 2-divisible.
On the other hand N has to be an ideal. All t he same t here are examples
in which R is no t 2-divisible and N is not an ideal and still V C N. E.g.:
Let R be the (3, 5)-assoc iati ve algebra with basis e, a, b, c over a field
of characteristic 2 and multiplication e2 = e, ea = ae = a, eb = a2 = be = b,
ec = ba = ce = c, other product s are O. Then V is the ideal generated by c
and N is the subring (not an ideal) generated by e, band c.
3. Pr im e rings
R is ' called prime if t he product of two ideals is (0) if and only if at
least one of t he ideals is (0).
L emma 3.1 : If R is prime, then R cannot contain a proper ide al
in N (cf. [1], lemma 6).
Pr o of : Let W be an ideal in N, 10 e W , then 1O{R , R , R} =
= (w, R , R , R }- {1O, R , R }R = {wR, R , R }- {w, R2, R }+ {w, R , R2}-
- {w, R , R }R = O and w({R, R , R }R )= (w{R , R, R })R = O, hence WV =O.
Since V i= (0), we concl ude that W = (0).
R em arks : 1. P articularly , if R is prime, t hen N cannot be an ideal
i= (0) in R .
2. From the proof it is obvious that this lemma can be modified as
follows: If R is prime, then R cannot contain a proper ideal in N),.
3. The same proper ty is valid in N e : {R, R , R }w={R, R, R, w} -
- R {R , R, W}={R2, R , w} -{R, R2, w}+{R, R, Rw}-R{R, R, w}=O and
({R , R , R}R)w =({R, R , R , R }-R{R, R, R})w = {R2, R , R}w-
- {R , R2, R}w +{R, R , R2}W-R({R , R, R}w) =O. hen ce V W= O, i.e, W =O:
R cannot contain a proper ideal in N e•
4. It is clear tha t each element 10 E N with the property wR C N
an nihilates the ideal V from the left. Moreover : (Rw){R , R , R }=
= R [w{R, R , R }]=O and (Rw)[{R , R , R }R] =R[w({R , R , R }R)] = 0, hence
UV = 0, if U is t he ideal generated by 1o. Thus, in a non-associative prime
ring R the nucleus N cannot cont ain an element w i' 0 such that wR eN.
5. In a non-associative prime ring R the nucleus N cannot contain a
right ideal. This is a corollar y of remark 4. Similarly N cannot contain
a left ideal, if R is pr ime .
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THl<~oR}<m 3.2 : If R is a 2-d iv isih le, (3, 5)-associat ive prime ring, then
R is :l-associative .
Pr o of: This is a corollary of theorem 2.1 and lemma 3.1.
Rem ark: This result is an improvement of a theorem of Out ca lt
(cf. [2] theorem 4.1 for k = 2) which states that a simple commutative
2-divisible and (:l, 5)-associat ive ring is :l-associat ive.
Lemm a 3 . 3: If R is prime, then t he set of annihilat or s of a no n- zero
element of the centre Z of R is zero. (cf. [1], lemma 7).
Proof: Let CE Z, C0;6 0 and ac= O, then c(aR)= (ca)R = 0, c(Ra)=
= (Ra)c= R(ac)= 0, hen ce the annihilator A of c is an ideal in R. If C
is the ideal, gene rated by c, t hen CA = (0), hence A = (0).
R em a rks: 1. If R is prime , t he n the central elements 0;60 are
regular .
2. If R is prime and commutative , t he n Z = N , hence all the elements
# °of N are regular .
Let R be (3, 7)-associative, i.e. each (3, 5)-associat or belongs t o N ,
particularly each 5-associa t or , a sum of (3, 5)-associa t ors, belongs to N ,
then R is 7-associative, hence 8-associative a nd one obtains (cf. [3]):
0= {R, R, n,R, R , R, R, R}= 3{R, R, n,R, R}{R , R, R}+
+ 3{R, R, R}{R, R , R, R, R }. In particul a r :
{{R, R, R} , u, R, R, R}{R , R, R}+ {{R, s , Il} , R, R}{R, s , R, R , R }= O,
if R is 3-divisib le, hence {{R, R, R}, R, R}{R , R, R, R, R}=O. In a simi lar
way : {R, {R, R, R }, R}{R , R, R, n,R}=O a nd
{R, R, {R, R, R }} {R, R, R, R, R}=O. If R is comm utat ive and prime, then
all (3, 5)-asso ciators are central. If there exists a (3, 5)-associator # 0,
then all 5-associators vanish and R is 5-associative. If a 5-associator # °
exists, then all (3, 5)-associat ors vanish. But this leads to a contradicti on .
VVe have prove n :
THEOREM 3.4: If R is a 3-di visihl e (3, 7)-associative, commutative
prime ring, t hen R is 5-associat ive.
R emark : Outcal t proved t hat a simple commutative 3-divisible
(3, 7)-associative ring is 3-associative . (cf. [2], theorem 4.1).
Theorem 3.4 can be generalized. If R is (:l , 2k+ I)-associative ik :» 3),
then each (3, 2k - 1)-associator and in particular each (2k - 1)-as sociatol'
belongs t o N . Since R is (2k+2)-associative, we can write:
0 = {a!, az, . .. , a2k+2} = ,i (~) {a!, .. . , aZk+1-2t}{a2k+2- 2i , ... , a2k+z}
, ~O
for all aj E R . If a l, (/ 2 or aa are replaced by a (3, 2k - 3)-associator, we
obt ain kA B = 0, wher e A is a (3, 2k - I )-associatol' and B is a (2k - 1)-
associat or .
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If R is k-divisible , then AB = O. If moreover R is commutative then
all (3, 2k - I )-associators, hence all (2k-I )-associators, a re cent ra l. If there
exists a (3, 2k - 1j-associator =/=- 0 and R is prime , then all (2k - 1)-associators
vanish and R is (2k-l)-associative. If a (2k-I)-associator =/=- 0 exists,
t hen all (3, 2k - I )-associators vanish, which leads to a contradict ion,
since a (2k-I)-associator is It sum of (3, 2k-I)-associators. We have
proven:
'rHEORE~I 3.5: IfR is It (3, 2k+ I)-associative, commutat ive k-di visibl e
prime ring, t hen R is (2k - I )-associat ive (k > 3).
Remark : Outcalt p roved t hat a simple commutat ive (3, 2k+ 1)-
associat ive ring which is k-divisible , is 3-associative (cf. [2], theorem 4.1) .
In a 4-associative commut at ive ring R the nucleus N is an ideal (cf. [5],
p. 8). Taking into account lemma 3.1, remark I, we can state :
THEOREM 3.0 : A 4-associative commutative prime ring R with N =/=- (0)
is 3-associat ive.
A more general result is the following
'fHIWREM 3.7: If R is a 2n-associative prime ring, then R is (2n - 1)-
associat ive or the cent re Z = O.
Proof: If c o? 0 and c E Z , then {al, a2, .. . , aZn- l, c} = 0 =
={al,aZ, ... ,azn- d C+ ni l (n ~I) {al, ... ,aZn-Zk-l} {aZn-2k, .. . , lt2n- I, C} =
k - l
{aI, a2, . . . , a2n-I} c, since each associator of odd degree, containing c as an
element , vanishes. Hence {aI, a2, .. . , aZn- I} = O for all aI, . . . , (t2n-l, i.e. :
R is (2n-I)-associative.
R e ma r ks : 1. This t heorem improves a result of Outcalt (cf. [2],
t heorem 3.2): If R is a 2n-associative simple ring, t hen R is (2n - 1)-
associat ive or the centre Z = O.
2. A similar theorem for (2n + I )-associative rings does not exist , sinc e
in the development of an associator of odd degree associato rs of even
degree appear (cf. sect ion I, property 3).
4. Finite rings
A well-known theorem with regard to associat ive r ings is : If a finite
associat ive ring has a regular element, t hen it has a un ity e. In a non-
asso ciat ive ring R it is 110 longer true. As an example we consider the
finite r ing R with 4 elements 0, a , b and c, R+ isom orphic to the fou r
gr oup, with multiplication a2=bc=cb= a , ac=b2=w= b, ab= ba = c2=c.
R has only regular elem ents, st ill there is no unity .
'rHEORE~I 4.1: If R is finite and jf N has a regular element, then R
has a unity e.
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P r oof : N is a finit e associat ive ring, hence N has a unity e. Is e
a un ity in R 1 Let n be a regular element in N , rI, r2, .. . , r» the set of
elements of R , t hen the set {nrl, nr2, . . . , nrk} consists of mutually distinct
elements, hence the set {nrl' nr2, . .. , nrk} is the totality of elements of R.
e(nrj )= (en)rj = nrj, consequently ex= x for all x EO R. In a similar way it
is clear that xe = x for all x EO R.
Re m ar ks : 1. It should be stressed that n is regular in R!
2. All the elements of a 4-associat ive 2-divisible ring R are zerodivisors
(cf. [4], p . 124). Since a 4-associative ring R which is not 3-associative,
has no unity , t he nucleus N of a finite 4-associative ring only consists
of zerodivi sors even in the case that R is not 2-divisible. Whether a
4-assoc iat ive not 2-divisible ring exists with regular elements is an open
questi on.
3. If R is finite and if N has a regular element (regul ar in N), then
N is not an ideal in R, since N contains the unity of R.
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